FILM SCREENINGS AT THE PARK TAVERN, MACCLESFIELD

JULY 2017 LISTINGS

Beauty & the Beast
Sat 22nd July

WE SHOW FREE FILMS IN OUR BOUTIQUE
CINEMA UPSTAIRS THREE TIMES A WEEK;
JUST ASK FOR YOUR TICKET AT THE BAR!

www.picturesinthepark.net

THURSDAYS 8pm
6th July

The finest independent & world cinema

YOU, THE LIVING
6th July

6th July

Surreal Comedy · 95 mins · Sweden · 2007

Freed from an overarching plot or need to guide audience emotions,
this series of bizarre yet amusing and achingly relatable vignettes
paint a picture of the human condition in all its complexity, capturing
our fears, our joys and our innate desire to love and be loved
13th July

THE PAST
13th July

Drama · 130 mins · Iran · 2014
13th July

20th July

Four years after abandoning his French wife and her daughters to return
home, an Iranian man returns to finalise his divorce only to discover
that she has begun a relationship with a married man whose wife is in
a coma in another classic from Iranian writer/director Asghar Farhadi

A SWEDISH LOVE STORY
20th July

Romantic Drama · 115 mins · Sweden · 1970

20th July

A neglected teenage girl and the son of a garage mechanic fall in love over
the summer, but their relationship is dismissed as trivial by the very same
jaded and dysfunctional parents who are responsible for their desire for
care and compassion in the first place

10,000 KM
27th July

27 July
th

27th July

Romantic Drama · 99 mins · Spain · 2014

A couple decide to try to maintain their relationship over long-distance
when one of them leaves Barcelona for a job in LA but despite their faith
in modern technology keeping them connected, they discover the reality
is far more challenging than either of them expected

SATURDAYS 8pm
A second chance to catch blockbusters
THE GREAT WALL

1st July

1st July

Historical Action/Fantasy · 103 mins · China/USA · 2017

Several European mercenaries join an elite army to defend the
Great Wall of China from invading waves of monstrous creatures

SPLIT

8th July

8th July

Horror thriller · 117 mins · USA · 2017

Three teenage girls are kidnapped by a disturbed man with 23
distinct personalities warring for control and must find a way to
escape before a more terrifying 24th personality emerges

LOGAN

15th July

Action Drama · 137 mins · USA · 2017

15th July

In a world bereft of mutants, the erstwhile Wolverine ekes out a living
under the radar caring for a diminishing Professor X until a woman
seeking his help for a young girl drags the reluctant hero back

BEAUTY & THE BEAST

22nd July

Fantasy Romantic Musical · 129 mins · USA · 2017

This lavish live-action version of the classic Disney movie sees a bookish
young villager volunteer to become a prisoner of a selfish prince whose
entirely household has been cursed, giving him the body of a monster

22nd July

STORKS

29th July - 3pm Matinee
Animated Comedy · 87 mins · USA · 2017

In a world where storks now deliver packages rather than babies, the top
stork must scramble to covertly deliver an accidentally-created baby

29th July

GONE WITH THE WIND
29th July

29th July

Historical Romantic Drama · 238 mins · USA · 1940

The highest-grossing movie of all time, this classic epic follows the
tempestuous relationship between the headstrong Scarlett and the roguish
Rhett against the backdrop of the American Civil War and Reconstruction

SUNDAYS 8pm
2nd July

Alternate Cinevangelist / Documentaries
CINEVANGELIST:

Amazing and underrated films of all genres that you’ve probably
never heard of; the titles stay secret to preserve the surprises!

2nd July

DOCUMENTARIES IN THE PARK:

A curated selection of excellent feature-length documentary films

THE HARD STOP
9 July
th

2nd July

85 mins · UK · 2016

A look at the life, friends and neighbourhood of Mark Duggan, the
young black man whose shooting by the police led to the Tottenham
riots and the worst national unrest in recent memory
9th July

(COMEDY DRAMA)

9th July

95 mins · You may like it if you like: The Goonies

16 July
th

Three teenagers rebel against their suffocating parents one summer
by escaping to the nearby forest, slowly carving out their own private
utopia in pursuit of a life of indepence and self-sufficiency

VERSUS: THE LIFE & FILMS
OF KEN LOACH 16th July
16th July

93 mins · UK · 2016

One of the UK’s most influential and impactful directors comes under
the spotlight in this film charting the career of a man whose knack for
social realism and highlighting injustice made him a legend for the left

(BIOGRAPHICAL DRAMA)
23 July
rd

23rd July

23rd July

121 mins · You may like it if you like: A Beautiful Mind

This true story of an acclaimed yet deeply troubled pop musician is
told from two separate times in his life, counterpointing the young
prodigy against the tortured mind that revealed itself in later life

